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Abstract–In order to stay globally competitive enterprises
face an increasing pressure to be innovative. Furthermore, the
rising complexity of new technologies forces enterprises into
RnD-cooperations with third parties as technology development
can often not be handled by one organization on its own. In spite
of this need for technological innovations, lots of excellent
research results from academia remain unexploited. The reason
for this often lies in a lacking industrial partner for
commercialization of developed technologies, which again is
often caused by lacking visibility. Although several measures are
taken to bridge the gap between research and industry, their
success is not broadly achieved. In the past years, with the rising
technical capabilities of modern Web 2.0 and social software
technologies, several web-based platforms were built up in order
to support technology transfer, and increase the visibility of the
developed technologies at various research establishments. In
this paper of ongoing research, different types of platforms are
introduced and analyzed. Based on this analysis of existing
platforms and the characterization of specific transfer situations
we introduce a concept of a social technology transfer platform
which is currently established within the Cluster of Excellence in
Aachen “Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage
Countries”.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recognition of technologies as a strategic relevant
competitive factor has only been established by the mideighties [19] [7]. With an increasing market saturation and
shorter product life cycles, technologies as a means of
securing long-term business success are continuously gaining
importance. Research, technology, and innovations are now
the driving force behind economic growth in different nations
[19]. This development also led to a growing importance of
technology management, which is reflected by the large
number of research papers and publications in this field [14],
as well as its increasing manifestation in companies’
organizational structures [19] [21]. In the past years,
technology management evolved from a process- and tooldriven discipline to a dynamic, cooperative system. Cultural
and collaborative aspects as well as a systematic network
management have become a decisive factor for successful
technology management today. The rising complexity of new
technologies forces enterprises to open up their development
process and enter RnD-cooperations with third parties, as
technology development can often not be handled by one
organization on its own. [20] Especially small and medium
sized companies, having only limited resources themselves,
depend on external sources for new technologies in order to
keep up with their competitors [19]. One of the key
challenges in this context is the search for suitable
cooperation partners and technologies. Potential partners for

cooperation and technology transfer can be found within
academia research, who in turn also need industrial
companies to provide resources for further development and
commercialization of technologies.
Since the beginning of the information era and the
establishment of the Internet, information and knowledge
became widely accessible. The latest developments of webtechnologies as well as faster Internet connections allow for a
more dynamic user interaction and faster information
retrieval. In the course of this development web-applications
with more and more “social” character evolved. Virtual social
networks have experienced a boost within the past years.
Social software solutions put the user, as well as its
relationships, and knowledge in focus. Having already
penetrated the public sector, social networks are also gaining
importance in the scientific community. Making oneself and
one’s expertise visible in the right network becomes one of
the crucial preconditions for inter-organizational technology
transfer, especially in its early phases. However the potential
of social software solutions for supporting interorganizational technology transfer is still not utilized
comprehensively.
II. RESEARCH APPROACH
Within the Aachen Cluster of Excellence (CoE)
“Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage
Countries” we pursue the development of an interactive and
social web platform for supporting inter-organizational
technology transfer. Having successfully implemented the
first phase of the CoE, one of the key goals within the second
funding phase is to convert the excellent research results into
sustainable structures. For this purpose, the Aachen CoE
follows a multiple technology platform approach. Seven
technology platforms are build-up, each focusing a specific
technology and application field and bundling the experts and
technological know-how in one industry-faced platform. The
technology platforms of the CoE integrate product-related,
manufacturing-related, material-related, processing-related as
well as management-related topics. Figure 1 shows the
starting configuration of the technology platforms in the
Aachen Cluster of Excellence.
The technology platforms consolidate both, unique
technological and application know-how as well as the
corresponding experts and thus depict an optimal
development platform for the research on technology transfer
portals. The conception and implementation of the
technology transfer platform will thus be conducted along the
technology platforms of the CoE ensuring a user-centered
development approach.

Figure 1: Startting configuration of technology plaatforms of the Aachhen CoE
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A. Techhnology transfe
fer
In literature a number of different deffinitions of
technoloogy transfer exist. GESCH
HKA defines technology
transferr as “… the trransfer and appplication of teechnological
knowleddge and know
w-how from onne field of appplication to
anotherr” [8] [16] w
whereas CORSTEN defines technology
transferr as “ a planneed, timely limitted and volunttary process
of transsferring a technnology inter- aas well as intrrasystematic
…” [6].. For enabling efficient suppoort of technoloogy transfer,
the spe cific transfer situation mustt be characteriized. In the
first pllace it must be investigatted which phhase of the
technoloogy transfer pprocess should be focused oon, secondly
the objeect that shouldd be transferredd must be definned. Finally
the invoolved parties haave to be identtified.
In lliterature one can find vaarious definitions of the
technoloogy transfer process and thee phases it connsists of. On
the bassis of a lineaar approach CORSTEN ddefines four
sequenttial phases in hhis model to deescribe technoloogy transfer
[6]: Thhe searching pphase has two different actoors: On one
hand thhe technology pprovider, whose main task is to find an
adequatte technologyy consumer; O
On the otherr hand the
technoloogy consumerr that has to seelect the right technology
provideer to cooperatee with. The phhase starts withh offering a
technoloogy by the pprovider and ends with fi
first contact
betweenn the transfer ppartners. The nnegotiation phaase starts on
the basiis of the first ccontact betweenn technology pprovider and
consum
mer and ends with the conntract, that contains the
general framework. The realizattion phase inncludes the
implem
mentation of thee technology att the technologgy consumer
side, baased on the coontract. The uttilization phasee comprises
the conntinuous use aand marketing of the technoology at the
consum
mer site. [6] Haaving defined tthe process off technology
transferr, the transfer ppartners have to be investigaated. Within
technoloogy transfer different individduals or organnizations are
particippating. Technnology providder or prodducer offer
technoloogies to the tecchnology consumer. To bringg the parties
togetherr as well as to ensure succcessful transffer, transfer
mediatoors are someetimes involvved, who givve support

esspecially in earrly phases of the transfer pro
ocess. [18] Pub
blic
reesearch instittutes and universities,
u
private
p
research
innstitutions, an
nd industriall companies are potential
teechnology prov
viders. [16] Research
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instittutes can further
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e
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nly
teechnology transsfer organizatiions, establisheed by universitties
inn order to marrket their deveelopments, imp
prove reputation,
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ovation in ind
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T
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pecific transferr situation are the
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ologies to be trransferred from
ma
teechnology provider to a teechnology con
nsumer. Transsfer
obbjects can eitther be the technology
t
itself (materializzed
teechnology), orr explicit as well
w
as implicit technologiical
knnowledge. [16]]
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t
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Due to the companies’
c
in
ncreasing need for technolog
gies
onn one hand an
nd the growin
ng exploitation
n pressure put on
reesearch organizzations on the other hand, seeveral technolo
ogy
traansfer platform
ms have been set up and estab
blished during the
paast years. Advances in web-ttechnologies and the digital era
paaved the way for these modeern web-based
d platforms. Most
M
off the existing technology transfer
t
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orms are run by
unniversities or research cen
nters themselv
ves, in order to
prresent their ow
wn technologicaal findings and
d find cooperation
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functionns of these plaatforms are siimilar, such ass presenting
and off
ffering technollogies or techhnological knnow-how to
interesteed consumers and potentiall transfer partnners, giving
contact details abouut the inventeers or expertts, or even
supportting the actuaal transfer off these technoologies via
licensinng forms and workflows. T
The way technnologies are
structurred and presennted on the pllatforms rangee from very
structurred approachees to flexiblee forms of ppresentation.
Anotherr striking diffeerence betweenn the existing pplatforms is
their diiffering range of applicationn. Some solelly focus on
technoloogy transfer ittself, others addditionally offeer brokering
of projeect partners or funding prograams.
1. Platfo
form types
To describe andd structure tthe existing technology
platform
ms two differeent dimensionss are used: theeir openness
to diffe
ferent user typpes and theirr level of soocial media
integrattion. Opennesss can be deescribed as thhe level of
accessibbility. Accessibbility has diffeerent facets. It ccan be open
to any user, be they private or proofessional, affiliated to an
organizzation or not, or even a closed platforrm for the
operatioon organizatioon to publishh its own teechnological
offeringgs. Social meedia integratioon, the seconnd criterion
describees how far ssocial media functions, suuch as user
profiless, interpersonall communication channels, uuser-specific
newsfeeeds, visualizatiion of relationnships or comm
munities are
integratted. These twoo criteria allow
w the classificaation of the
platform
ms into three different platfform types off which we
present one representaative in more ddetail (Figure 22).

Fig
gure 2: Different ty
ypes of technologyy transfer platform
ms

The KIT Technology Market is a representative of a
closed platform with limited access, that does not include any
social media integration, and can be allocated to the third
type. The Chicago Innovation Pipeline represents a limitedaccess platform with low-to-medium social media integration
and can be assigned to the second type. The iBridge network
represents an open platform with medium social media
integration and represents the first type.
2. Selected examples
The presentation of technologies or technological knowhow is a crucial aspect of technology transfer support, which
is addressed by the different technology transfer platforms in
various ways. In the following paragraph, exemplary
technology transfer platforms will be presented focusing on
how they enable technologies to be presented and how they
are offered to potential transfer partners.
Representing platform type III (Figure 2) the KIT1
Technology Market will be introduced. With the aim to
simplify the partnership between the KIT and its affiliated
institutes and also to accelerate knowledge transfer, the
platform was founded in the year 2011. Users of the platform
are the institutes of the KIT as the technology providers.
Economic actors, industrial partners and other research
organizations can be technology consumers. The platform

offers several functions such as a specialized search function
and a tag cloud to ensure an easy access to the offered
technologies. Furthermore the KIT offers non-gratuitous
participation in the business club, working as a
communication and networking platform, to offer a VIP
access to knowledge and services of the KIT. On the KIT
Technology Market technologies are clustered into five
different technology fields: 1) materials and nanomicro, 2)
applied life sciences, 3) earth and environment, 4)
information, communication, and organization as well as 5)
systems and processes. Each technological offering is
assigned to one of these clusters. Technologies themselves
are presented in fact sheets and have a standardized layout
and structure (Figure 3).
Every presented technology at KIT Technology Market is
indexed and described in a one-pager fact sheet. The fact
sheet contains a title respectively the name of the
technological offer and a short description. If there are
already associated patents or patent applications of the
technology, they are downloadable within the offer.
Additionally, pictures can be uploaded by the technology
provider and seen by the consumer for illustration. Finally the
fact sheet contains the contact information to the KIT
innovation manager, but not the inventor respectively expert
itself.

1

Figure 3: Fact sheet - KIT Technology-market [10]

1 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

As a representative of platform type II (see Figure 2) the
Chicago Innovation Pipeline will be presented. The Chicago
Innovation Pipeline focusses on biotechnology research and
has a higher grade of accessibility than the KIT Technology
Market as it assembles technologies of different research
organizations from the same region. Technologies are also
thematically clustered within the field of biotechnology, e.g.
material sciences, diagnostics and biomarkers or Health care
IT. Furthermore, in the summarizing view of these clusters,
technological offerings are evaluated and positioned
concerning their readiness level. These differ in the various
fields of technologies: e.g. from concept stage to clinical
validation in the field of pharmaceuticals (Figure 4), or from
concept /prototype phase to pre- market validation in the field
of robotics.
For further information related to the offered technology a
summary can be downloaded in pdf-format. The fact sheet
provides the title of the technology, a short technology
description as well as its potential applications or benefits.
Additional graphics can be embedded within the fact sheet.
Furthermore the fact sheet contains a list of meta information
regarding the primary inventor, possible publications of the
technology, their patent and licensing status as well as the
contact details to the technology providers.

Representing platform type I (Figure 2) the iBridge
Network will be introduced, as a meta-platform, which
obtains in comparison to types II and III additional functions,
especially those enabling social user interaction. Besides the
technologies offered by its own platform users, the iBridge
Network comprises technologies that were uploaded and
offered on partner platforms, such as EasyAccessIP. The
iBridge Network was created in 2005 in the US with the aim
to make ideas, knowledge, innovation and technologies
available to everyone via a central web-based platform and
community with an open access. As main users organizations,
such as universities and enterprises, can be identified, but
also individuals can participate. An outstanding characteristic
is the integration of several social media functions. User
profiles can be created and communities founded and joined.
Besides that an individual newsfeed serves information about
technologies related to defined fields of interest. Similar to
the two previous mentioned examples, technologies are
clustered in technological or application fields. These
however are very dynamic in the iBridge Network and much
more specific than in the other presented platforms.
Technological innovations are presented in a fact sheet, that
includes relevant details of the offered technology (Figure 5).

Figure 4 The Chicago Innovation Pipeline – Overview of technological offerings [9]

Figure 5: Fact sheet – iBridge Network [11]

The fact sheet at iBridge includes a detailed description of
the technology, its background, suggested fields of usage as
well as its advantages. All information can also be captured
in a pdf-file besides the online-format.
With a closer examination of the fact sheet, the social
functions directly become obvious. Within technology
profile, different “social features” can be found. Users can
“follow” a technology or technology field via newsfeed and
see, how many other users do so. Technology profiles can be
shared between users and users can assemble in technology
specific communities. (Figure 5)
The preceding analysis revealed several technology
transfer platforms that have been established in the past years.
Although they seem similar in the first place, the analysed
platforms show some major differences, especially regarding
their degree of openness and social media integration.
Hypothetically, the considered platforms can be improved by
increasing their level of social media integration, thus
profiting from the benefits of an expert community. Through
the investigation of the existing platforms it could be
concluded, that there is no standard way of presenting
technologies on web-based platforms. Although all presented
platforms use fact sheets for presenting technologies, these
contain different kind of information and also differ in their
level of detail. The way technological offerings are presented
seems to be one of the crucial aspects in supporting
technology transfer via web-based platforms and should be
object to further investigations in the future.
C. Social Software Solutions
A prominent challenge in the context of technology
transfer is the selection of appropriate transfer respectively
cooperation partners. To meet this challenge, social networks
and communities offer a great potential. They can contribute

to transparency about technologies and technological experts
making them accessible via a web-based social platform.
With the development of Web 2.0 technologies and
especially social software the way of sharing knowledge took
a revolutionary step forward. It changed the methods of
interaction, styles of development and sources of contents
[13]. Furthermore it offers the possibility to gather
information in real time form different sources and assemble
it in a single Webpage [13]. These technologies paved the
way for today’s social web applications. Popular networks
and communities (e.g. Facebook, Flickr, Twitter, etc.)
nowadays are entering the market and are well established
applications with a huge and still increasing number of users.
Studies show that most of all home Internet users are
registered and active on social networks [15] [3]. These social
networks allow new ways to communicate and to exchange
ones knowledge with another. However, beyond the private
use, companies recognize the value of this form of knowledge
exchange and start using it for their own aims. The previously
referenced study reported the growing interest:
Approximately 70% of all questioned companies use social
media [15]. Of this, 90% state that they had reached a
significant success through integrating and using social media
[15]. In the context of technology transfer however, only little
and singular attempts were made, to integrate social functions
in technology transfer platforms.
D. Interim conclusion
The state-of-the-art analysis revealed several technology
transfer platforms that have been established in the past years.
Although they seem very similar in the first place, the
analysed platforms show some major differences, especially
regarding their degree of social media integration.
Hypothetically, the considered platforms can be improved by

inncreasing theirr level of so
ocial media integration, th
hus
prrofiting from the
t benefits off an expert com
mmunity. Modern
W
Web 2.0 technologies and community
c
app
proaches alreaady
offfer a far more complex fun
nctional portfo
olio than existing
traansfer platform
ms use today. Our hypothesses is that soccial
sooftware functio
ons and comm
munities can make
m
a significcant
coontribution in supporting inter-organizatiional technolo
ogy
traansfer.
At this placce it must be noted that thee state of the art
annalyses focussees on academiccally driven tecchnology transsfer
pllatforms and has
h to be exten
nded to commeercial ones in the
fuuture (e.g. Yet2
2com). Furtherrmore it shoulld be extended
d to
reelated social web-based
w
porttals, such as scientific netwo
ork
sites (e.g. ReseaarchGate) and open innovatio
on platforms (ee.g.
N
NineSigma, Inn
nocentive) in order
o
to identify their potential
foor a support off technology trransfer and incclude these in the
annalyses.
IV
V. CONCEPT DEVELOPME
D
ENT
A.. Draft concep
pt of a social teechnology tran
nsfer platform
In order to drive the ex
xisting conceptts of technolo
ogy
traansfer platform
ms forward, within
w
this reesearch projectt a
hoolistic technology transfer platform
p
shoulld be develop
ped.
M
Making use of modern
m
social software featu
ures the platfo
orm
shhould enable social interaction between
n its users and
a
simplify technology transfer. The platform to be develop
ped
shhould serve as
a a transfer portal as weell as an exp
pert
coommunity ensu
uring transpareency about the technologies and
a
coorresponding experts within the
t Aachen CoE.
The platform
m should bund
dle technologiccal information
n in
a network/user group speciffic technology
y field structture
(F
Figure 6).
Within the platform
p
conceept different users with vario
ous
rooles are consid
dered. Providerrs can meet an
nd exchange th
heir
teechnologies, kn
now-how and ideas
i
with poteential consumeers.
M
Moderators coo
ordinate discusssions in a tecchnology-speciific
sttructure, a com
mmunity manag
ger is put into place in orderr to

stimulatte and supervvise the platforrm activities aand also to
store thhe knowledge in an accessibble way on thhe platform.
The acttual transfer ccan take placee through the platform or
throughh a direct conntact between technology prrovider and
consum
mer. The platfform offers thhe possibility to present
technoloogies and teechnological eexpertise whicch can be
challengged and discusssed among othher users. The community
manageer furthermore gives initial iinput in order to ensure a
critical mass of inforrmation at the beginning andd takes care
that the code of conduuct is being folllowed.
B. Elem
ments of the plaatform conceptt
For the developpment of thee transfer plaatform, the
constituuting elementss must be coonceptually deetailed. The
developped draft conccept of the pplatform compprises eight
elementts: transfer obbjects, users and roles, seervices and
technicaal functions, ffinancing and incentive systtem and the
code off conduct. Thee characterizatiion of the trannsfer objects
should include answeers to the quesstion of how technologies
should bbe clustered annd presented onn the platform. Within the
elementt users and rolles it must be ddefined, what kkind of users
should bbe allowed to use the platfoorm, how the uuser profiles
should llook like, and what roles witth what permisssions these
users ccan take on the platform during their life cycle.
Concernning the serviices and technnical functions it must be
specifieed, which prodducts and servvices the platfform should
offer too its users and with what techhnical functionns these can
be realiized. A financiing and incenttive system muust be set up
in orderr to ensure susttainable operattion of the plattform and to
motivatte users to activvely participatte in the platform. Finally,
a code oof conduct musst be developed to ensure thee basic rules
of usagge and build ttrust among uusers. Matchinng the users
need foor an establishhed etiquette, is a core requuirement of
acceptan
ance of social software in a w
work environmeent [4].
In oorder to detaill the above m
mentioned elem
ments of the
platform
m concept, a ddetailed requirrements analyssis must be
conductted. Platform requirements will be derivved through

Figurre 6: Draft conceptt of the technologyy transfer platform
m

interviews with potential future users from an academic and
industrial point of view. Furthermore corresponding models
must be developed characterizing the specific transfer
situation so that the platform concept provides flexible
support in different transfer situations.
C. Vision of the technology transfer platform
The support of technology transfer depicts only a first step
in this field of research. Visionary, a technology transfer
platform could lead to a new way of conducting technology
management in a broader sense. For instance semi-automated
technology monitoring can be mentioned with the aim to
notify subscribed users who are interested in certain
technology fields. User-specific alert criteria can be defined
(e.g. the performance parameter of a specified technology),
which trigger a notification if the users alert criteria threshold
has been met (e.g. significant increase of the performance of
the specified technology) (
Figure 7).
Transparence of technologies and technological expertise
is a key enabler of technology transfer, especially in its early
phases. Techniques of network visualization enable a quick
overview about relevant fields of technology and experts
working on it and thus can pave the way for technology
transfer to take place [5].
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper of ongoing research, the concept of webbased platforms supporting technology transfer was
introduced. Several existing platforms were identified and

analyzed and three exemplary platforms – the KIT
Technology Market, the Chicago Innovation Pipeline and the
iBridge Network – were demonstrated. Special focus was put
on the way, technological innovations are presented on these
platforms. Having learnt from this analysis as well as from
the theoretical literature perspective on technology transfer, a
draft concept of a technology transfer platform to be
developed within the Aachen CoE was presented, providing
social interaction functions to its users.
While presenting a first approach in this paper, there is a
clear need for further research. As related fields such as open
innovation and scientific network sites address similar topics,
the analysis of existing technology platforms should be
enlarged. The emphasis of the first conducted interviews for
requirements analysis relied on an academic point of view,
and should be supplemented with the industry perspective.
Therefore, interviews with potential platform users from
industry and further interviews from academia side should be
conducted in a next step. On the basis of a more detailed state
of the art and requirements analysis, the concept of a social
technology transfer platform in the CoE will be further
elaborated and defined in more detail. A software prototype
will be implemented supporting a continuous, bi-directional
and technology-based exchange between research and
industry. For motivating users to participate in the platform a
critical mass of information must be secured from the
beginning. For that reason further external data sources might
be connected to the software platform to enlarge the initial
knowledge reservoir. An efficient search function must be
developed to allow internal and external users to navigate and
grant fast access to their specific fields of interest. Ensuring

Figure 7 Vision of the social technology transfer platform

future usability of the platform depicts one of the key targets
and challenges within this research project. Software
development will therefore be performed in a user-centred
approach. Each function should be tested by real users at an
early stage of development to ensure future acceptance and
ease of use. Scenario-based testing has been used as an
effective way of determining non-functional requirements
(e.g. data-security, code of conduct, attractive design) for
social software to ensure acceptance [17]. As test cases
within the cluster of excellence, serve the technology
platforms, each representing an existing network of experts
with a set of application and industry focused technology
activities. These technology platforms bundle technologies
and know-how in industry-faced platforms and serve as ideal
test cases of the technology transfer platforms. Future
research should also deal with a wider use of such platforms,
for example to support technology monitoring activities
within technology intelligence or technology evaluation
through expert feedback. Furthermore integrating the
monitoring activities of industrial or academic interest could
support steering or performance measurement of the research
cluster itself [12]. Technology transfer platforms can be
regarded as a first approach to support technology
management and potentially lead to semi-automated ways of
conducting it.
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